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NEW QUESTION: 1
You publish a multi-tenant application named MyApp to Azure
Active Directory (Azure AD). You need to ensure that only
directory administrators from the other organizations can
access MyApp's web API. How should you configure MyApp's
manifest JSON file? To answer, drag the appropriate PowerShell
command to the correct location in the application's manifest
JSON file. Each value may be used once, more than once, or not
at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or

scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: False
Box 2: Global
'resourceScopeType' should be "Personal" if it's something that
each user should consent to, or "Global" if it's something that
applies to the entire tenant, (and thus, an administrator would
have to consent to).
References:
https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/vstudio/en-US/f344e748
-2c92-4c57-aeff-a6227a8d6535/multiple-clie

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements about the file system
planning of the N8500 clustered NAS storage systems are
correct? (Select two)
A. A file system has at most 10,000 directories.
B. A directory has at most 10,000 files.
C. Afile system has at most 10 million files.
D. A file system has at most 10 levels of directories.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An architect needs to plan 802.11ac wireless deployment for an
office environment with a mix of closed offices and cubicles.
The coverage area is approximately 4,645 square meters
(approximately 50,000 square feet) and has 350 users. The
employees use the wireless network for typical office
applications, such as email, Web, printing, and accessing
shared files and datacenter services.
The architect plans to do a predictive site survey and use
VisualRF to plan the coverage. What is a general estimate for
the AP count that the architect should have in mind?
A. 20-25
B. 5-10
C. 10-15
D. 40-45
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing an application that includes a class named
Kiosk. The Kiosk class includes a static property named

Catalog. The Kiosk class is defined by the following code
segment. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)
You have the following requirements:
* Initialize the _catalog field to a Catalog instance.
* Initialize the _catalog field only once.
* Ensure that the application code acquires a lock only when
the _catalog object must be instantiated.
You need to meet the requirements.
Which three code segments should you insert in sequence at line
09? (To answer, move the appropriate code segments from the
list of code segments to the answer area and arrange them in
the correct order.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
After taking a lock you must check once again the _catalog
field to be sure that other threads didn't instantiated it in
the meantime.
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